Problem setting. It should be taken into consideration that an incentive for intellectual progress should be it’s management providing. In literature it was called the mechanism of dynamic movement of management system. Unfortunately, the Ukrainian state has not established get necessary mechanisms.

Recent research and publications. Analysis of the problems of the mentioned topic are considered in works of such authors as Dreker P., Kataev C., Hlushkov O., Kurbatov S., Surmin Y. Meanwhile, this subject of research demands further substantial and all sided working out.

Paper objective. To define the significance and the role of factors, which determine the concept of human’s capital for setting of contemporary civil society.

Paper main body. Special attention should, be paid to the concept of stable human’s development, which was formed in the second part of XX century. In includes problems of coexistence of a man and nature, as well as steadfast development of all social systems and subsystems (economics, polities) and evolution of nature and man.

The transition to the stable development stage, as many scalars think, supposes three equal aims:
– the general goal can be viewed as provision of unlimited existence of human’s civilization;
– goals of provision force) safe – guarding of the biological sphere water, soil, key characteristics of climate, contents of atmosphere, water, soil, b) safeguarding of natural landscapes for creation of individual
– the supporting tasks are oriented in restoration by society such conditions which guarantee; a) existing of the biological sphere’s components; b) social and ecological systems are revived and transformed.

When stability is provided in both (biological and socio- economical) systems, we are due to speak about strong stability.

One of the mast acute tasks of management is public administration of intellect, it’s effective usage in various spheres of social life. It is necessary to revaluate all factors: traditional soviet heritage, which actually supported intellectual development, as well as misevaluation in consciousness of intelligent work, inability of our education to train skill of logic, original thinking it’s of paramount importance to radically change the educational system according to following moments. Firstly, the higher educational institutions should acquaint students be with a skill to study continually. Secondly, organization of the
continuing system of education. Thirdly, usage of the achievements of information technology.

It’s necessary to take into account such dangerous tendencies in the development of the intellectual potential of Ukraine:
- “brain” departure abroad;
- accelerated destruction of scientific sphere;
- decreased level of innovative activity of business.

Conclusion. Economic capital – it’s basis and product of business, human’s capital – it’s product such phenomena as education, family, management, culture, science. As to social capital it’s also resultative, but it puts out rules, norms, space of believe, thanks to which social communication takes place. Thus, development of modern economics, society is closely connected in rigid dependence on science, knowledge, education.